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the spot nav head unit was working fine after 9 months of ownership,(sw v8.31 updated at the time the car was bought),when
i tried to enter the satnav into the memory,nothing happened,i thought my display was just faulty as i could hear the disc
loader spinning and after about 2 or 3 mins it stoped the disc loader stopped and the lights is still on and i powered the unit
off.now the unit is not starting i removed the satnav disc and when i inserted into my headunit,i changed all my settings back
to factory and then tried to put the disc back into my headunit and nothing happened all i get is a flashing RED light but the
unit is not putting the disc into the unit.the disc loader isn't spinning after 10 mins i powered off the unit.i have no idea what
to do as im completely lost can i buy a new headunit (sat nav) with led display as i have never owned anything like this. if so
can you tell me some places i can buy this headunit from what if any problems do i have with buying one.please help Not
good! ive already flashed my 2 masts to 4.5 and I was able to get it working,the sw i have now is V8.07M and I will also be
sending it to RCD, is there any chance i could still get the disc loader to work. can you help please? Hi all! If anyone can help,
my intalling from an 8.31 disc with the Clarion multi changer system on a 2008 Peugeot C4 (auto) and its not working at all. I
can't get a display on it and I haven't been able to start up with the disc. The cd drive and other buttons work. The screen
says'read', 'load' and 'next' and it won't do anything, just goes blank and flashes several times and then starts again. The red
LED is flashing. Any ideas please?
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Hi, Ive a 57 407 SW Sport with the Sat Nav with juke box cd system,,1 CD aggiornamento Firmware v 8.31 - 1 CD Mappa Italia
2017. AGGIORNAMENTO FIRMWARE NAVIGATORE Uconnect 5 e 7 - FIAT TIPO (357) FW Nuovo. Your headunit is RT4, and you

can upgrade directly to 8.31. Hi, I've a '57 407 SW Sport with the Sat Nav with juke box cd system,. 1 CD aggiornamento
Firmware v 8.31 - 1 CD Mappa Italia 2017. AGGIORNAMENTO FIRMWARE NAVIGATORE Uconnect 5 e 7 - FIAT TIPO (357) FW

Nuovo. I have a rt4 unit,( rt3 T7 ), on a Peugeot 307 sw,year 2007.l upgraded 8.31 firmware and appear,,error detected,check
in progress p!ease wait,,error and after that about one day he ask again,,please insert upgrade CD,,I upgraded one more time

and the,,error detected check in progress please wait,,appear again,it works for aproximatly one or two days and it appear
again,,please insert upgrade CD,,Please tell me what to do and give me a address to sent you the unit.I am from

Romania.Help me,please,I am dispperate Hi,I have a rt4 unit,( rt3 T7 ), on a Peugeot 307 sw,year 2007.l upgraded 8.31
firmware and appear,,error detected,check in progress p!ease wait,,error and after that about one day he ask again,,please

insert upgrade CD,,I upgraded one more time and the,,error detected check in progress please wait,,appear again,it works for
aproximatly one or two days and it appear again,,please insert upgrade CD,,Please tell me what to do and give me a address
to sent you the unit.I am from Romania.Help me,please,I am dispperate I have an 8.31 and the I got this very problems since I
have installed it.it repeat three times and when I have inserted CD there is no message at all. I have a Peugeot 307 and i have

checked the DVD channel and it is working properly. I have the same problem wit the Peugeot 301 and the Peugeot 302.
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